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Utilizing the Monroe Scales to Evaluate. Oral Language

Oral Language skill is the basis of learning to read. Before age

six and formal entry into school, children's language experiences are

almost entirely with the spoken language: hearing it, associating

meaning with it and speaking it. Building on the child's many exper-

iences "languaging", the teacher teaches her pupils to get meaning out of

print. How difficult this task is for the teacher and each individual child

will depend on the quantity and most imPl,rtantly the quality of language

experiences each child has had previous to entering school. Recognition of

the various levels of language ability possessed by the pupils in his/her

class gives the teach the necessary basis for planning a total communication

arts progrdm; i.e., listening, speaking, reading, writing.

HA; can the teacher most effectively ascertain the level of ability and

the nature of the ability of each pupil in his/her classroom? One way is

through the use of,formal tests. Testing a child will yield a description

of his abflitv to understand language but no P ,c8narily give informdtio

on hn the child is able to use To determine this,. the
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teacher needs to hear the ch

his own words. This would g

he can use; (2),concepts he

together; (4) kinds of ideas

expresses himself. Without

the most experienced teacher

language still so _that a pat

which points the direction f

ld use his language and express ideas in

ve the teacher information about: (1) words

ttaches to them; (3), ways he puts words

he expresses; and (5) how successfully he

ome sort of structure, it is difficult for even

o sort out these specific aspects of

t rn of strengths and weaknesses emerges

instructional strategi )r-s to be used in further

deyeloping leach child's langu ge power.
2

Marion Monroe has devise a plan which provides a systematic and simple

means of recording, describifi , analyzing, and rating language behavioii

She develqped four Ocales4to classify oral language skills;S4 llows:

Ex re sive Lan ua e Skills.

cl) How a child thin
of his ideas. .

s, as revealed by the quality.

(2) How a child thinks, as revealed by the nature
of his definition of words.

(3) How a child uses words, as revealed by his
ability to verbalize ideas.

lb
(4) How a child uses words, as revealed by his

command of sentence structure.

Each of these/scales has five

to Level "5, highest.

L
evels ranging from Level 1, the lowest, up

The first two scales are concerned with discovering how a child thinks

through.inferenge from two aspects of expressive language: -quality of the

child's and AIL aay the child ddfi-,es

;eas is often judges: use of the language,



i.e., language structure such as sent ice patterds. Language, structure varies

with the environmental background and maturity of the-child and may not be

an accurate indication of 9)e level pf the/child's thinking. Quality of
-*,

ideas in the 'Monroe Scales refers tout
.6

'zing concrete versus abstract con-

cepts,-noting relationshipst generalizing out-frtm onP's contextual, background,

being aware of cause an effect or time sequence. Defining wiord

difficult for many adults as well aV children. It requires classifying and

describing from an expeglial backgriund of abstract thinking. (See

Appendix A for the Monroe. Scales on Quality of Ideas and Definition of

Words.)

The last two scales'are concerned with a child's use of the language.

Children from a middle to upper class background, with educated parents,

books in the home, on-going communication to apA with the child will

themselves in a relatively mature form. liVdren from less sophisticated

4"language" oriented backgrounds my have little conta t with-Fritten or -spoken
"'''eftato-

language and kno0( relatively few words or means of expressing idea they m om

o.

have.

Abirity.tR verbalize ideas depends upon the number and variety.q 01

words the child)knows, his'skill in putting w ds together inane y of ...,

1sentence structures, his skill in tailoring h s verbal output to the

requirements of what he wants to say and the resulting feelings of! ma tery

and self confidence in his ability to ptroduce and control his lavguag

environment.

, -
Most children in any culture-or,environ have

V

mastered the basic structures

of'their language by the age of six. Regardless of level of intelligence or
» _

Y ter ,potential language. ability, the child* functional language structures will

c

-1



not be basically different from the language he has been hearing in his

surroundings. The language a child uses .when he comes to school is a fe-

flection of this language usage in his home and community. This will varS,
1.-

according to socioeconomic, ethnic, linguistic group chlvacteristics and '

geographical location. Where tht Chld's language is the language of the

/
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school he will be more likely to find success in school *tasks such as learning

to read. (See Appendix A for the Monroe Scales on Ability to Verbalize

Ideas and Mastery of, Sentence Structure.)

To make use of these scales, it/s suggested-that the teacher chart each

child's current oral language production on the four scales. Specific in-

ptructional strategies can then be devised to we, k with children individually

or in small groups based on 4eir pattern of strengths'and weaknesses. (See

Appendix B.-) For some ideas and activities in oral ' anguage that will en-

courage children to expand their vocabulary and share their knowledge the

following activities might be utilized:

0'

1. Put various objects in a box or bag. A child picks
one object and describes it to the class. The
class tries to guess what the object is.

2. Start with a two word sentence (Sam laughed.)
Children add a word to the beginning or to the
end to lengthen the sentence. (Crazy Sam laughed.

'Crazy Sam laughed loudly.)

3. (Ask children to pretend they are strangers. They
should ask other children for direction's, "Where is
the library?" "How do we eat lunch?"-

,4. Whisper a question to one child. The child ,nswer,
the question in a complete sentence. The rest
the class tries to guess what the question ws:5.

1

When handing out a worksheet, ask the children not
to read the 'ins ructions. Have them look at the
sheet and try to figure out what they will have to
do. Discuss what gav them their clues.

tr
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6. Discuss how you would feel if
You had a hamburger for lunch
You couldn't use your hands.
You fell down.

7. Show a short cartoon or film without ie sound.
Show it a second time and let.a child fill in
the conversation.

8. Bring in interesting articles or stories to read
and discuss with the children.

9. Have pictures, signs, and displays in the classroom
to stimulate conversation.

10 Conversation Breaks. ,Once or twice a day provide
some time for the children to gather in small groups
to talk to each other. Bring in a picture of some-
thing unfamiliar to the children. Discuss what it
might be and how it-is used.

A r children have discussed a pfture make it a
"li ing picture." Children may assume the parts of
the characters. Children should act out what might
happen next or what happened before. Discuss what-
the children are doing, why they ace doing it, and
how they feel.

11 When starting a new activity or project children
should discuss what they are going to do, why they
are doing it, how long it will take, and what they
might learn.

12. Ma e/iists that fit different categories (zoo, farm,
ean, furniture, school, bedroom, living room,

octor's office).

13. Show pictures of people doing various things (crying,
running, reading, laughing). Child should choose
one picture and tell these things:

a. What he sees in the picture
b. What is happening
c. Why the event is occurring
d. What is going to happen next
e. What he thinks o,f the picture

14. Put the pictures together and ask one child to
select a picture. The class should guess which picture
was selected.

15. Compare ideas. Start with simple comparisons: dog
and cat; mil)c and water; running and walking; house and

7



school. Then build up to more difficult comparisons:
book and TV; horse and potato.

16. Divide the children into two teams. The teacher asks
the first team a qu tion, "Where was Jack going.?"_
A team gets a point Canswers are given in a sentence
using the verb, ` going': "Jack was going to schdol."

17. Put, a "mystery word" on the back of one child. The .

class gives these clues and the child tries to guess
his "mystery word.",

a. Classification
b. Description
c. Use
d. Spelling

18 Divide children into groups of three or four. Give each
group a hag with several ob)"ects in it. The group makes
up a story using the objects.

'
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PPENDIX A & B,removed due to copyright restrictions. Monroe, Maridn and RogerF

ernice, Foundations For Reading: Informal Pre- Readin Procedures, Glendale, Illinois:

cattliForesman and Company,.1964. pp. 28-39.
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